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lltjp-listings.sty: better alignment of punctuations marks


[luatex-ja/luatexja.git] / test / test13-listings.pdf


	2020-03-23	Hironori Kitagawa	lltjp-listings.sty: better alignment of punctuations... 	blob | commitdiff
	2018-09-17	Hironori Kitagawa	lltjp-listings.sty: more escape	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2018-09-17	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kitagawa_test' of git.sourceforge.jp... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2018-09-17	Hironori Kitagawa	lltjp-geometry: escape	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-12-12	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kitagawa_test'	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-11-05	Hironori Kitagawa	lltjp-listings.sty: better support for \lstinline	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-09-07	Hironori Kitagawa	Partial fix to ticket #35484	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-03-03	Hironori Kitagawa	Cherry-picked several commits from kitagawa_tfont branch	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-01-08	Hironori Kitagawa	lltjp-listings.sty: added 'doubleletterspace' key.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-01-07	Hironori Kitagawa	... and more	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2015-01-07	Hironori Kitagawa	lltjp-listings.sty: fix \lstinline@	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-01-09	Hironori Kitagawa	Updated lltjp-listing.sty	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2014-01-07	Hironori Kitagawa	lltjp-listings.sty: support IVS (ugly hack)	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2013-03-14	Hironori Kitagawa	Regenerated test*.pdf (and fixed several bugs).	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-09-23	Hironori Kitagawa	listings 用に kmaeda さんのアイデアを採用．	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-09-22	Hironori Kitagawa	Tentative fix of ticket #29604.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-09-04	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kitagawa_test'	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-08-22	Hironori Kitagawa	Updated the source of manual and tests.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-03-21	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'master' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-03-08	maqiyuan	Merge remote-tracking branch 'remotes/origin/kitagawa_c... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-02-01	Hironori Kitagawa	Redesigned a patch for listings.sty.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
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